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Listed as “one of the world’s top 125 licensees ‘08, ‘09, ‘10, 
‘11, ‘12, ‘13, ‘14 & '15” in License! Global Magazine, which 
recognised GB eye in the December 2013 issue as “one 
of the most popular, notable and respected licensees in the 
marketplace”. 

Winner of the best licensed paper products 2011 at the annual 
UK Licensing awards and shortlisted in 2006 & 2010. 

Member of the International Licensing Industry Merchandisers 
Association.

Supporting Sheffield 
Children's Hospital

Founded in a kitchen in Sheffield in 1986,  
GB eye has grown from a university enterprise 
to an internationally trading, multi-million 
pound company.

Licensed products are at the core of GB eye’s 
success and with over 200 active licenses there 
is great coverage of all key genres including TV & 
Film, Music, Anime, Gaming, Sport, Icons, Children’s 
brands and much more.  Identifying new trends 
early in their life cycle is key to staying ahead in 
such a fast paced industry and this is where we 
have excelled.  In recent years the introduction of 
Gaming licenses has reaped great rewards and in 
2016 the growth of Anime properties is certainly 
one to watch. 

With our roots in posters and wall art, GB eye has 
branched out into a wide range of quality related 
merchandise including keyrings, tattoos, badges, 
card holders, lanyards, stickers and bottle openers.  
These are a fantastic way to provide incremental 
sales and our market leading display units  

help make the most out of the products and any 
sales space. 

Gifting has become a major focus for GB eye and 
we will continue the expansion of these product 
formats throughout the coming year.  Bringing a 
unique twist to a great range of formats means our 
products stand out in today’s ever changing market.

Mugs are a great gifting line and our range is 
leading the way in quality and creativity, with 
almost 700 designs now available across a great 
range of licenses.   All mugs are manufactured in 
house, meaning we can react quickly to new trends, 
ensure extremely high quality products and most 
importantly give you confidence in stock fulfilment. 

More recently our NEW glassware and gift 
box ranges have proved a massive success.   
These contemporary products featuring some 
of the biggest brands around are ideal gift or fan 
purchases, with great designs and eye-catching 
packaging.

Investing in the future, 
remembering our roots...
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Cult TV merchandise has been on the rise over the 
last few years with the likes of The Flash, Arrow, The 
Walking Dead and future hits like Preacher. During this 
rise in popularity GB eye has had it’s finger firmly on 
the pulse and has picked up some key licences.

The growth in our product ranges has allowed us to tailor the 
retail ranges to the demographic and style of each TV show 
we represent by tapping into the knowledge we have about the 
shows and targeting the correct kind of products that we know 
the viewer will buy into and love.

New ways to view TV shows like the rise of Netflix and Amazon 
Prime have allowed viewers on demand and exclusive access 
to TV shows and GB eye is looking forward to complementing 
this with exciting products that include ‘in-show’ references and 
characters that the fans love to see and talk about.

Cult TV
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Originating from Japan Animé has captured the 
imagination of a very wide spectrum of pop culture fans. 
Animé is generally classified into numerous genres 
targeting diverse, broad and niche audiences.

Fans of Animé are incredibly involved in the often complex 
characters and otherworldly places that make up their favourite 
shows and movies. They are full of icons and symbols that aren’t 
always recognizable to the general public but really strike a 
chord with fans of Animé and these kinds of symbols translate 
perfectly for the kind of merchandise or product that we produce 
here at GB eye. 

We have a huge amount of knowledge coming from Animé 
fans who work at GB eye. We are able to use this knowledge 
and channel it into the kind of product that will excite the most 
passionate of Animé fans in the UK and Worldwide. This is an 
ever growing market we are very proud to be involved in.

Animé
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Video Games have changed dramatically over the last 
few years. The days of pixelated characters jumping over 
objects are a thing of the past, unless you're a Minecraft 
fan! Gamers can actually immerse themselves in other 
worlds with multiple in-depth characters taking centre 
stage.

With the growth of this market GB eye has managed to be 
involved in all the major gaming releases with our ever growing 
list of licenses and partnerships.

From Mugs to Lanyards, Glassware to Dog Tags our product 
range fits the gaming market perfectly, tapping into the most 
recent trends in this market as well as having knowledge of every 
add-on, easter egg, in-game brand and all the other secrets of 
the gaming world that people want as part of their licensed 
product ranges.

Gaming
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The magic of the movies has always been at the heart 
of GB eye's product range. We love every genre from 
action to comedy, classic movie titles and the most 
up to date blockbusters, we produce product for  
them all.

One thing we love at GB eye is the fans passion for their favourite 
movies and how they love to share this passion with others 
whether it be the poster on their bedroom wall, the mug on their 
office desk or the keyring on their keys. There’s no end to the 
passion movie lovers share and GB eye’s enviable list of movies 
we have covered over the years and the future movies we are 
looking forward to working on is extensive.

We’re already excitedly looking forward to another list of 
blockbuster and cult movie titles to produce merchandise for  
in 2016.

Film
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Music is part of GB eye’s DNA. We’ve always produced 
posters and merchandise for the biggest music stars 
in the world, from classic bands to rock and grunge 
through to the most current pop stars touring and 
releasing music. We cover the whole spectrum.

Music has evolved over the years with new trends and even 
genres emerging. It’s still one of the most popular markets for 
merchandise with music fans having an unlimited desire to own 
a band mug, pint glass or poster.

A wide product range like GB eye's means we can tailor product 
launches to the artist or bands specific demographic. This 
makes it ideal for retailers to plan buying in their chosen range 
of products when consumer interest is high, say maybe during a 
tour or a new single release.

Music
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Kids love TV. They love the shows and they love the 
characters in them.  The explosion of Children’s TV 
channels, shows and ways to access them means that 
they have more choice than ever.

Whether educational, adventurous or escapism everyone has 
their favourite and our ever evolving range keeps up with the 
latest trends. 

Our quality products feature favourite characters and 
recognisable logos from classics such as My Little Pony and 
Thomas and Friends to developing brands like Teen Titans Go! 
and Paw Patrol.  This range allows young fans to own a little 
piece of their favourite show!

Kids
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Everyone loves cheering on their favourite team, 
wearing the kit and owning the merchandise too. At GB 
eye we have exclusive rights to the top clubs in the UK 
and Europe.

Whether it's the poster of your favourite player, a framed photo 
of the full team line up or even just your team’s club crest we will 
have the best selection from the top teams for you to pick from. 
We are even a trusted supplier to the club shops themselves so 
you know you’re getting the best quality and best designs from 
us throughout the season.

We also produce many of the title and cup winning posters and 
framed photos. With us having exclusive access to the most up 
to date images we can get products of the winning celebration 
out in the market while the hype is still happening. 

Football
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We may be known as one of the biggest poster 
suppliers in the UK but long gone are the days of 
just supplying posters, GB eye has grown in more 
ways than one.

We now offer a complete range of licensed products from 
Glassware to Stationery, Framed Photographic to Bottle 
Openers. 2015 saw the launch of 8 brand new products we 
can now offer on top of the already great products we are 
known to produce and supply. With connections to some 
of the best factories in the world and an enviable in-house 
production facility for many of our products we can now 
bring bigger and better ranges of products to the market 
which compliment the strength of our licenses.

With all this great new product  we also offer our customers 
fully branded display units specifically made to show the 
products off to the end user in the most practical and 
affordable way possible. 

View the full range online here > 

Product Range

Multi product retail 
solutions offer an 
ideal way to feature 
a single licence 
range in store whilst 
minimising on the 
floor space required.
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The product that still lies at the heart of  
the business.

At GB eye we have always had a huge passion for posters.  
It’s what we are known for. Not only are we able to produce 
posters for the best licenses in the world we supply 
businesses with our own world-class designs for unlicensed 
posters.

High quality print and high resolution images make GB eye’s 
poster range one of the best in the world and we are adding 
to this range on a constant basis. With every new license 
we get, the range just keeps getting better.

From your favourite Film and TV shows to the team you 
support, from your favourite video game character to your 
most loved band we have every area covered with some of 
the best imagery around.

Posters

GB eye offer 
multiple solutions  
to display our poster 
range in stores, we 
can supply flat or 
ready rolled, the 
choice is yours.

PRODUCT RANGE
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Giant Poster [1000x1400mm]

For those who want to go even bigger 
we supply a range of Giant Posters. This 
format is very popular for people who 
want their favourite image displayed 
that bit bigger.

PRODUCT RANGE
Quality images, quality print...

Due to the huge range of licenses we work with we are 
able to bring not just a large but an exciting poster range 
to market and this will only grow as we add more and more 
licenses to the huge list we currently hold.

Flick through the rack...

Rolled or supplied flat, many people need their posters 
finished in a certain way for them to sell on, with state-of-
the-art rolling machines and retail ready racks to show off 
the posters, GB eye have everything you need to supply 
posters around the world.

Designed with passion...

Fans know what they like! As with every product we 
produce, GB eye design as fans, for fans. We take  
a personal interest in all the properties we design for to 
make sure the final product is a desirable product that  
the end-user will love and will be as proud to show off as 
we are.

Door Poster [530x1580mm]

For those who really want to make a 
statement, our door posters are as big 
as they sound.

Funnily enough, they fit perfectly on the 
back of a door! 

Maxi Poster [610x915mm]

Our most popular size of poster and a 
product that is a real customer favourite. 
We release Maxi posters for every 
single license we work on.

This is still a huge market and people 
will always want their favourite images 
to display large and proud.

Mini Poster [400x500mm]

This smaller size of poster has been 
very popular over the years, especially 
for the more younger pop-culture fan.

The smaller size doesn’t mean you’re 
getting less, it just means you can fit 
more on your walls!

POSTERS
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Click here to view all posters

FP4072. BATMAN, SUPERMAN and all related characters and elements are trademarks of 
and © DC Comics.  WB SHIELD: TM & © WBEI.
(s16)

FP4072
BATMAN VS SUPERMAN batman

FP4090. ©Sui Ishida/Shueisha, Tokyo Ghoul Production Committee Licensed through Anime ltd.

FP4090
TOKYO GHOUL mask

FP4095
TELETUBBIES group

©Bird Studio/Shueisha, Toei AnimationFP4011.

FP4011
DRAGON BALL Z goku

PH0353
CALIFORNIAN CAMPER beach

FP3595. The Walking Dead © 2015 AMC Film Holdings LLC. All Rights Reserved.

FP3595
THE WALKING DEAD carol and daryl

FP3891. Marilyn Monroe™ and the Marilyn Monroe signature are trademarks of The Estate of Marilyn Monroe LLC. Rights of Publicity and Persona Rights are used with permission of The Estate of Marilyn Monroe LLC. Photo by Sam Shaw © 2015 Sam Shaw Inc. marilynmonroe.com facebook.com/marilynmonroe

FP3891
MARILYN MONROE flower

FP3876. JUSTICE LEAGUE and all related characters and
elements are trademarks of and © DC Comics.
(s15)

WB SHIELD: 
TM & © WBEI.
(s15) 

FP3876
JUSTICE LEAGUE group

LP2019.                          © 2015 Bieber Time Merchandising, LLC. Under license to Bravado Merchandising. All rights reserved.

LP2019
JUSTIN BIEBER purpose

FP4149. © 2015 Bethesda Softworks LLC. Trademarks property of ZeniMax Media inc. and/or its affi liates. All rights Reserved.

FP4149
FALLOUT 4 vault forever

LP1942. © 2015 THE END OF MUSIC. Photograph by Jesse Frohman, © 2015.

LP1942
KURT COBAIN colour

LP1917.                         © 2014 Ariana Grande. Under license to Bravado Merchandising. All rights reserved.

LP1917
ARIANA GRANDE sit

© 2015 Activision Publishing, Inc. ACTIVISION, CALL OF DUTY, CALL OF DUTY BLACK OPS, and stylized roman numeral III are trademarks of Activision Publishing, Inc. FP3979.

TM

FP3979
CALL OF DUTY BO3 III

FP4132. © Bungie, Inc. All rights reserved. Destiny, the Destiny Logo, Bungie and the Bungie Logo are among the trademarks of Bungie, Inc. Published by Activision. 

FP4132
DESTINY taken king

44 (0) 114 276 7454, Sheffield, England, www.gbeye.com.  Printed in the UK.SP1321. 

SP1321
BARCELONA messi action 15-16

LP2038. ©2016 Leidseplein Presse B.V. Under License to Perryscope Productions / Epic Rights

LP2038
ACDC highway to hell

This is just a taste of our wide range of posters. 
Please click the link to view complete range.

PRODUCT RANGE

POSTERS

This is just a taste of our wide range of posters. 
Please click the link to view complete range.Click here to view all posters
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Although we have only been producing mugs for a 
relatively short time we are now one of the largest 
suppliers of licensed mugs in the UK.

Everybody has a favourite mug, usually showing something 
about their personality. We knew licensed mugs would be 
big business but hadn't forseen the level of demand!

We have doubled our production facilities twice in our first 
year of producing mugs just to keep up with the high volume 
of demand for them. If you look at the full range on our 
website we're confident you will agree we have every area 
covered.

With our in-house production facilities we are able to 
release niche products and limited editions. We can even 
test certain designs in the market to see if they connect 
with the end user and they usually do. Most importantly, we 
are never out of stock of even a single design.

Mugs

Our mug retail unit 
with merchandise 
ready side panels 
have been a huge 
hit with customers 
wanting a complete 
retail solution for 
displaying their mug 
range.

PRODUCT RANGE
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Travel Mugs
We all live pretty hectic lives right now 
so it’s fair to say that the travel mug has 
seen huge growth with people wanting 
to enjoy their favourite hot drink on the 
go. Why not give your coffee (or tea!) a 
personality with one of our great designs.

These ceramic mugs come with a safe, 
removable silicon lid that matches the 
design of the mug.

3D Mugs
No need to be so straight edged 
anymore with our range of 3D mugs.

We are now able to make mugs in all 
shapes and sizes. The possibilities are 
endless!

These also come in a fully branded box 
to keep it safe in transit.

Heat Change Mugs
Well these are just magic!

Pour in your favourite hot drink and the 
design on the mug will change, let it cool 
down and the original design will reappear.

These are all the rage at the moment and 
as the technology evolves more and more 
design options will become available.

Mugs
Our mugs are produced in house utilising 
state of the art technologies. Using high 
quality materials means we are able to 
print even the finest of details on to the 
mugs.

Supplied in a branded outer box ready 
to present on any retail shelf, spinner or 
web page of your choice.

PRODUCT RANGE
The best licensed mugs range...

Mugs are a very versatile product to work with,  the 
possibilities are endless. We are able to present one of 
the largest and best licensed mug ranges in the world and 
we only plan on growing this area of the business in the 
future.

Safely delivered...

We take pride in our packaging techniques at GB eye. 
We put an incredible amount of effort and testing into 
packing our products to protect them. We are always 
working towards improving the way products are delivered 
to businesses and to the end user.

Variety is the spice of life...

...or so they say! Our in-house design team spend hours 
researching what images or logos people really want to 
have on their mugs from all the licenses we work with. Our 
extensive knowledge of these licenses has helped us to 
create an enviable range of drinkware.

MUGS
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MUGS

MG0009
THE WALKING DEAD daryl

MG0416
VIKINGS blue V

This is just a taste of our wide range of mugs. 
Click the link to view the complete range.

This is just a taste of our wide range of mugs. 
Click the link to view the complete range.

MG0244
ATTACK ON TITAN keyart

MG0868
BATMAN VS SUPERMAN trio

MG0099
SOUTH PARK boys

MG1153
DEATHNOTE l

MG0784
ASKING ALEXANDRIA venom

MG0349
JURASSIC WORLD T-Rex Red

MG0188
PLAYSTATION controller

MG0909
DRAGON BALL Z super saiyans

MG0746
DC COMICS batman side

MG0324
NIRVANA smiley

MG1201
ASSASSINS CREED symbol mug

MG0582
POKEMON pokeball

MG0915
DC COMICS killing joke

MG0187
PINK FLOYD the endless river

PRODUCT RANGE30 Click here to view all mugs Click here to view all mugs

http://www.gbeye.com/products/merchandise/mugs-collection
http://www.gbeye.com/products/merchandise/mugs-collection


New to GB eye, and one of the most highly 
anticipated products we have ever launched is our 
licensed glassware range.

What better way to enjoy your favourite drink than from a 
glass showing off your favourite logo or character from all 
the best popular culture licenses in the world. Whether it’s 
your favourite band or singer, favourite movie character or 
favourite gaming icon we have an ever-growing range of 
glasses from a broad range of licenses.

These come in fully branded boxes which look great online 
or on retail shelves. This is a real stand out product that has 
caused huge excitement already amongst some of the top 
retailers around the globe.

Our glassware range spans across 3 sizes with twin packs 
currently in development.

Glassware

Our glassware 
retail unit with 
merchandise-ready 
side panels has 
been a huge hit with 
customers wanting 
a complete retail 
solution for displaying 
their glassware.

PRODUCT RANGE
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Medium Glasses Twin Pack

Our most recent addition to our 
glassware range are these twin-packs 
of medium glasses, just like our other 
glasses they come in a fully branded box 
with each glass sitting in a cardboard 
base to keep them safe from rattling 
around when being transported.

Large Glasses Twin Pack
For the perfect gift we now offer a twin-
pack of large glasses from all of our 
most popular licenses.

These come packaged together in a 
fully branded box with a cut out so the 
design of the glasses can be seen and 
a preview pane to show what is on the 
other side.

Large Glass
High-quality large glasses that hold 
500ml of any drink you wish.

With these glasses being much larger 
than the small glasses we’ve had much 
more fun with the designs. Full colour 
printing on both sides of the glass not 
only make a product with a practical 
use but also aesthetically pleasing too.

Small Glasses Four Pack
Our pack of four small glasses are a 
great addition to our product range. 
Why have one when you can have four?

These sets are the perfect gift for 
people who need a set of four glasses 
for parties and get togethers or even 
just as a collectors item and a talking 
point for their shelf at home.

PRODUCT RANGE
The best licensed glassware range...

Due to the huge range of licenses we work with we are 
able to bring not just a large, but an exciting glassware 
range to market and this will only grow as we add more 
and more licenses to the huge list we currently hold.

Packaged well, packaged right...

Not only have we put huge effort into supplying our glasses 
in fully branded outer boxes, but we’ve also got the safest 
and best way to post these out to retailers and end-users.

We have specially made boxes with a thick outer wall and 
dividers to stop any breakages when in transit.

Designed with passion...

Fans know what they like! As with every product we 
produce, GB eye design as fans for fans. We take a 
personal interest in all the properties we design for to 
make sure the final product is a desirable product that the 
end-user will love and will be as proud to show off as we 
are.

GLASSWARE
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Click here to view all large glasses Click here to view all small glasses

GLASSWARE

GLB0010
CALL OF DUTY logo

This is just a taste of our wide range of large glasses. 
Click the link to view the complete range.

This is just a taste of our wide range of small glasses. 
Click the link to view the complete range.

GLB0098
DC COMICS city

GLB0016
BIG BANG THEORY bazinga

GLB0096
HARLEY QUINN bombshell

GLB0017
HALO mask

GLB0035
THE DARK KNIGHT serious

GLB0023
LORD OF THE RINGS ring

GLB0097
DC COMICS superman launch

GLA0003
HARLEY QUINN bombshell

GLA0004
SOUTH PARK boys

GLA0005
DC COMICS logos

GLA0007
GLA0007 LORD OF THE RINGS ring

GLA0009
THE HOBBIT smuag

GLA0013
ADVENTURE TIME characters

GLA0015
FRIENDS quotes

GLA0016
JUSTICE LEAGUE characters
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GB eye’s product range is highly desirable for 
most fans, but it’s not just about owning products 
yourself, we also produce one of the best licensed 
gifting ranges available so you can share with 
others too.

Because many of our products compliment each other very 
well we often get many requests to combine these products 
to make gift sets, whether it be a mug and coaster set or 
a mug and keyring set or even a full gift box containing 
multiple products, these gift sets are great for gifting.

To make the gift boxes even more special we often offer a 
product or design in the gift box that isn’t sold separately to 
add the  element of exclusivity to them.

Packaged in a fully branded high quality outer box these 
really stand out on any shop shelf as a great product to own 
yourself or to buy somebody else.

Gifting
PRODUCT RANGE
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PRODUCT RANGE

Gift Box
The perfect way to combine and sell 
multiple products as a set. These gift 
boxes are a ready made present for 
somebody who has a passion for a 
certain licensed brand.

Mug & Coaster Set
A perfect combination for a gift or even 
a treat for yourself. One of our great 
mugs coupled with a matching drinks 
coaster ideal for home or the office.

Mug & Keyring Set
Show off your passion for your favourite 
brands with a mug and keyring combo. 
The great quality rubber keyring comes 
packaged in the same fully branded 
box as the mug. We can also offer an 
exclusive mug design to make the gift 
even more special.

GIFTING Exciting product combos...

Our ever growing range of gift boxes has really taken 
off since  it's launch late in 2015. They provide a perfect 
gifting solution all year round.
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GFB0002
WALKING DEAD gift box

GFB0013
FRIENDS central perk

GFB0007
BATMAN V SUPERMAN gift set

GFB0003
CALL OF DUTY BLACK OPS 3 gift set

GFB0016
BATMAN limited edition 



Over the past few years our merchandise range  
has grown massively.

We now supply Badge Packs, Sticker Packs, Tattoo Packs, 
Single Stickers, Lanyards, Cardholders, Coasters, Dog Tags, 
Keyrings, Bottle Openers to many retailers in the UK and 
Europe. We have vast knowledge in matching up the right 
product type to the right licence to make the most desirable 
merchandise range we’ve ever had.

The range of merchandise we supply covers all ages and 
demographics from band badges to your favourite superhero 
lanyard, all products come with retail ready euro hooks for 
easy presentation.

Merchandise

Our merchandise 
spinners display our 
merchandise range 
meaning you can 
show a huge variety 
of product in one 
retail space.

PRODUCT RANGE
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PRODUCT RANGE

Rubber Key Rings
Everyone loves a change of keyring 
every now and again and what a great 
way to show your love for your favourite 
brands than on your keys?

These are made from high quality 
rubber with a strong and easy-function 
metal ring.

Metal Key Rings
Some of our properties have elements 
to them that are more suited to a metal 
keyring so we also offer this option.

These are made of a strong metal and 
come with a fully branded backing card 
and bagged.

Dog Tags
We have a wide range of finishes to 
our Dog Tags from embossed metal to 
full colour, we match the finish to the 
license we are working on. 

Each pack comes with two Dog Tags on 
a strong ball-chain with rubber outlay.

Bottle Openers
Fun and functional, our rubber bottle 
openers are made of coloured and 
detailed printed rubber with a very 
sturdy metal bottle opener attachment.

Again these come with a fully branded 
backing card and retail ready euro hook.

Lanyards
A very fashionable way to carry many 
kinds of passes, whether it’s a pass to a 
show, a security card or travel card these 
fun and functional lanyards are perfect.

Each one is made up of a holder with a 
printed insert, rubber keyring attachment 
and fully printed lanyard ribbon.

Coaster Packs
What a great companion product to our 
mug and glassware range, we provide 
single coasters great for use at home or 
work and also packs of four which are 
great for personal use or even as a gift 
for someone else.

MERCHANDISE
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PRODUCT RANGE
The best licensed 
merchandise range... 
Due to the huge range of 
licenses we work with we are 
able to bring not just a large but 
an exciting merchandise range 
to market.

Great additions to 
product ranges...
With our multi-product poster 
bins that hold all merchandise, 
this is a great add-on product  
to display in any retail space.

MERCHANDISE

Card Holders
A great way to carry cards, whether it 
be a bank card, travel card, student card 
or a cinema card, our card holder range 
covers all areas of popular culture so 
you can carry your cards around in style.

Badge Packs
We have a huge range of licensed badge 
packs each containing 4 25mm badges 
and 2 32mm badges with a strong pin 
fastening on the back so you can pin 
them where ever you like.

They come bagged with a fully branded 
backing card and eurohook.

Stickers
Our sticker packs contain 2 sheets 
of fun stickers that are die cut to any 
shape and size.

An ideal add-on product when displayed 
on our multi-product poster bins.

Tattoo Packs
A great fun product for kids of all ages. 
Two sheets of temporary tattoos from 
all the great properties we work with.

Our tattoos are produced to meet all 
health and safety regulations, a perfect 
gift for kids party bags!

They are available in two different  
pack sizes.

Notebooks
Designed with passion and made 
with care. Our A5 notebook range are 
constructed from high quality materials 
and ruled on all pages, with printed 
inner covers, strong spiral bound and 
elastic cover band.
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Click here to view all merchandiseClick here to view all merchandise This is just a taste of our wide range of merchandise. 
Click the link to view the complete range.

LY0008  
DEATH NOTE logo

LY0011  
DRAGON BALL Z goku

LY0012  
TOKYO GHOUL logo

LY0004  
CALL OF DUTY black opps 3

CSP0014  
PLAYSTATION buttons

CSP0007  
NIRVANA mix

CSP0005  
SAILOR MOON mix

CSP0010  
PINK FLOYD mix

PRODUCT RANGE

MERCHANDISE

KR0242 
DC COMICS harley quinn

This is just a taste of our wide range of merchandise. 
Click the link to view the complete range.

BO0002 
SOUTH PARK kenny

KR0156 
THE WALKING DEAD logo

BO0026  
GAMING more gaming

KR0106 
ROLLING STONES lips

BO0031  
BATMAN VS SUPERMAN logo

KR0042 
NIRVANA smiley

BO0038  
TOKYO GHOUL mask 
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PRODUCT RANGE
BP0638  
CALL OF DUTY BLACK OPS 3 mix

NBA0043  
CALL OF DUTY logo

NBA0048  
ATTACK ON TITAN badge

NBA0044  
BLEACH ichigo mask

NBA0066  
UNCHARTED 4 cover

TP0220  
DEATHNOTE characters & icons

TP0196  
MINIONS mix

TP0190  
JUSTICE LEAGUE mix

MERCHANDISE

CH0338 
BATMAN vs SUPERMAN logo

SKP0141 
ATTACK ON TITAN mix

CH0359 
BATMAN COMIC wayne

SKP0110 
DOCTOR WHO mix

CH0182 
POKEMON pokeball

BP0647 
BRING ME THE HORIZON umbrella

SKP0133 
HARLEY QUINN bombshell

BP0624 
THE FLASH mix

50 Click here to view all merchandise
This is just a taste of our wide range of merchandise. 
Click the link to view the complete range. Click here to view all merchandiseThis is just a taste of our wide range of merchandise. 

Click the link to view the complete range.
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We offer an extensive range of ready to hang wall 
art and a huge variety of prints, all produced to 
order in our state-of-the-art production facility in 
Sheffield.

Collector Prints and Framed Photographic Prints are 
fantastic value for money and we offer the best range of 
licensed images in the market.  We use high quality materials 
including archival photographic paper, styrene for safety, a 
contemporary 25mm moulding and our in house production 
means we can ensure the highest quality products when 
you need them.

Our GB art catalogue features trend driven images from 
a range of genres, independent photographers and artists.  
Available as prints or framed and ready for the wall, there 
are no minimum quantities and a great range of sizes to 
choose from.

GB eye has an experienced team and we are able to work on 
bespoke projects and briefs, so no matter what you require 
we can offer a full design and manufacturing service that 
suits your needs.

Wall Art
Collector Prints

We also supply 
ready made retail 
shelving units to 
present your wall  
art ranges in style.

PRODUCT RANGE
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PRODUCT RANGE
The best licensed Wall Art range...

With hundreds of titles in our range there is something for 
everyone, from TV and Film, Music and Football they are 
a great way to add something a little different to your wall.

What you want when you need it...

Our in-house production means we can produce your 
order and deliver it when you need it, with no minimum 
quantities and the assurance of great quality.

Designed with passion...

We want fans to love our wall art range!  Knowing what 
fans want is key to creating this stunning range, using a 
variety of techniques and with great attention to detail this 
wall art range is unique in the market.

30x40cm
Our most popular size the 30x40cm 
selection covers all genres including 
music, TV, film and football.  With very 
competitive pricing these are a great 
gift or fan purchase.

30x75cm
This panoramic format is great for a 
variety of images, football stadium 
shots, cityscapes and unique imagery 
from music and film all look great.

15x20cm
Wall art or desk art the choice is yours, 
this smallest format comes with hangers 
and a strut back to provide a versatile 
and eye catching piece.

30x30cm
Our 30x30 range focuses on album 
art, from iconic vinyl to modern classics 
there is a wide selection to choose from.

WALL ART
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This is just a taste of our wide range of framed prints. 
Click the link to view the complete range.

PRODUCT RANGE

WALL ART

PFC1905
BATMAN vs SUPERMAN superman

PFC2020
DRAGON BALL Z chibi heroes

PFC1986
THE WALKING DEAD season 1

PFC2022
HALO 5 mask

PFC2011
ARKHAM CITY harley quinn

PFC2026
HARRY POTTER marauder’s map

PFC2013
DOCTOR WHO strike

PFC2032
THE FLASH the future

PFC145
THE BEATLES in london

PFC2024
THE WALKING DEAD daryl shoot me

PFC1308
SHERLOCK memory

PFC1444
MUHAMMAD ALI quotes

PFC1379
FRIENDS group

PFC1891
CALL OF DUTY BLACK OPS 3 cover

PFC1422
KURT COBAIN rexroad

PFC1813
ED SHEERAN profile

56 Click here to view all wall art Click here to view all wall art
This is just a taste of our wide range of framed prints. 
Click the link to view the complete range.
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Since the opening of our Sheffield based state-
of-the-art production line and standalone 
manufacturing facility in 2014, we have continued 
to invest in this area of the business. 

The efficient use of technology and systems enables us to 
produce and store high volumes with strict quality control 
allowing us to be highly competitive and ensure we can 
always offer fast delivery and superb customer service.  

With a great range of sizes, colours and mouldings, GB 
eye can provide all your framing requirements. If there 
is something unique that you need then please see our 
website or call to speak to one of our dedicated sales team 
who can discuss your needs.

Frames

Framed Maxi 
posters have been 
a real customer 
favourite for us  
over the years.

PRODUCT RANGE
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PRODUCT RANGE
Manufacturing
Our state-of-the-art manufacturing facility allows us to 
produce high volumes of frames while ensuring the quality 
of our products are second to none.  This allows us to offer 
competitive pricing and the ability to deliver product when 
you need it no matter the size of order.

Materials
All our materials are responsibly sourced from trusted 
partners within the UK and Europe.  We have a great 
range of standard materials to keep pricing low as well 
as access to hundreds of other options for those bespoke 
requests.

Packaging
Ensuring our products get to you in pristine condition is key 
so we take our packaging seriously.  From the standard 
strengthened corner protectors to specialist inflatable 
packaging we will ensure the right materials are used.

Memorabilia Framing Service

Got something unusual to frame? Then 
GB eye can help.  Our memorabilia 
framing service offers purely bespoke 
solutions for a wide variety of 
memorabilia from shirts and boots to 
medals and coins.  Our highly skilled 
staff use high quality materials to create 
beautiful pieces of wall art from iconic 
or collectable memorabilia.

Bespoke Services

Our facilities and experienced framing 
team allow us to provide a totally 
bespoke framing service.  Our design, 
sourcing and manufacturing teams can 
work to any specification and price 
point to bring you something unique, no 
matter what the quantity.

FRAMES
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Framing

GB eye has a great range of frames in a huge variety of sizes. Our standard Eton 
moulding is a simple contemporary frame available in 8 colours and offers great value 
for money.  With many other options, all manufactured in-house using high quality 
materials, we can meet all your framing needs. 
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In 2010, we invested back into the business infrastructure with the 
completion of an extended Distribution Centre, improved computer 
systems and state of the art printing and frame manufacturing facilities.

Having a scalable business to expand with our customer base and 
react efficiently to customer demands whether they be product, 
customer service or logistics related is important for our future 
growth. We therefore felt it was the right time to invest and take 
the business to the next level. 

The GB eye Distribution Centre has been extended by over 7000 
sq ft and now incorporates a third rolling machine enabling us to 
react quickly to high volume, short deadline requests within our 
Special Projects Area.   

Over 9,488,080 items shipped in 2015.

We have established a state of the art production line for frame 
manufacture allowing complete control over quality and capacity. 
The new framing production facilities can manufacture 2000 units 
per day. Our team of skilled operatives ensures that the quality 
and finish of the products, from cutting the raw material  to shrink-
wrapping, is of the highest standard. 

Our two internal print rooms now include a Polielettronica Compact 
30 lab that can print up to 76 x 120cm prints and a large format 
printer for canvas production and samples.

Our photographic printing and framing facilities now allow us to 
independently produce ready framed products on demand, all 
products hand finished to the highest standard. 

With all our poster, print, frame and badge manufacture based in the 
UK, it means that we are much closer to the source thus ensuring 
high quality and in-time delivery.

We have completely overhauled the IT systems, which has 
streamlined all processes from receiving and despatching orders 
to accounting royalties, stock management and producing labels. 
Customers’ orders can be accepted through a variety of electronic 
methods, giving the sales team more time to concentrate on 
customer service and account management.

IN-HOUSE MUG PRODUCTION
• In-house mug production facilities with 2 mix mug ovens.

• Outputting 1000 mugs a day.

• Fully branded official outer boxes.

• SEDEX approved and audited mugs.

• Retail ready mug racks with supporting merchandise hooks.

PRINT ROOMFRAMING CENTRE

DISTRIBUTION CENTRE

IN HOUSE FACILITIES62



1 Russell Street  |  Sheffield  |  South Yorkshire  |  England  |  S3 8RW

T: 44 (0) 114 276 7454

F: (UK) 0114 272 9599  |  F: (Export) 44 (0) 114 276 7460

E: enquiries@gbeye.com

www.gbeye.com




